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MODERN GARDEN COMPANY

enjoying outdoor living     No.001

INCLUDES: CHAIRS, TABLES, SUNBEDS,
BENCHES, RUGS, POTS, SEATING 

EST: 2000       CATEGORY: Relaxation 





Timeless, elegant, incredibly comfortable, 

always luxurious and perfectly finished, only 

the best is good enough. The Modern Garden 

Company has combined an exquisite mix of 

collections ideal for relaxing for afternoon tea 

on the terrace, entertaining with friends or 

simply lazing by the pool.

No matter how large or small we approach 

every project with the same determination  

to create the very best in outdoor living for 

our clients.

NORTH LONDON 

project



Sciara table

Ami dining chairs 

Taiki lanterns

We have been sourcing and supplying luxury outdoor 

furniture, accessories and shade systems to designers 

and their clients around the world for over 20 years. 

Gardens, terraces, spas and motor yachts are

testament to our design understanding, technical 

knowledge and supply expertise.

The rich and glossy reflective surface of Scaira tiles 

bring elegance to the dining experience



Sciara table

Ami dining chairs 

Taiki lanterns 3



We combine the essential with the desirable. Bringing together 

furniture, textiles and accessories, we accomplish outside what 

an interior designer does inside. 

Working with you from the outset to ensure that your outdoor 

spaces really do reflect your wishes and your lifestyle.

Your garden isn’t simply  

an extension to your house,  

it is a part of your home.

what we do

ABOVE: 

The finished result

BELOW: 

3D rendered 

design

 



ABOVE: 

The finished result

BELOW: 

3D rendered 

design
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Drawing upon our extensive design 

experience to curate distinctive outdoor 

spaces, we bring our knowledge of products 

and materials to develop unique solutions 

that complement your planting scheme  

and enhance your way of living.

how we do it

Extensive product

selection, with highly  

detailed plans, with 

swatches and imagery

3D rendered 

design
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3D rendered 

design



Gijs sunbeds

The sustainably sourced teak wood of Gijs is perfect for 

fabrics in natural colours in neutral shades
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Float Chaise    

Brio fabric upholstery  

rose/fushia/rose



CTR dining chair

The hand-woven Tricord yarn that forms the back of the 

CTR chair offers lightness and transparency.



CTR dining chair
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Tosca daybed 

Drops side table
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HARPSDEN WOOD

Hendy Curzon Garden Design 
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project
PRIVATE GARDEN HARPSDEN WOOD 

Sabi collection

Forest dining 

collection





Sabi sofa, Ami chairs, Otto poufs,

 Giro tables, Plump blankets 

Maglia rasata pillows, Net 10 rug 19



Iroko is an oily, waxy wood with a medium to coarse 

texture that is highly resistant to changes in moisture. 

The colour tends to darken over time

before it weathers to a beautiful silvery grey.
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Astoria sofa and lounge chairs



Amanu lounge chair

Combine hand crafted and engineered 

materials in the colours of nature



Amanu lounge chair
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Sabi sofas

Float chaise 

Sunset table 

Giro table 

Wind low rug 

Sika basket
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Eclipse seating with Bopifil structure in col:Caramel

Manta chair woven in Polycore, col:Nude

Traccia table frame and top in col:Agave



Wabi sofa upholstered in Samo cord col:CS61 

Cushions in avorio and sand/arancio/ghiaccio 

Ray rugs in col:sand
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Sabi sunbed 

Frame side table



Charlotte Rowe Garden Design 

Photo ©Marianne Majerus

 

project
PRIVATE GARDEN COBHAM 
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Niek collection 



Sunsquare automatic 

shading system

Charlotte Sanderson Garden Design

 

project
PRIVATE GARDEN WEST LONDON 



Sunsquare automatic 

shading system

project
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Astoria high back chair
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Lava pot
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Manta lounge chairs



project
PRIVATE GARDEN COBHAM 
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Charlotte Rowe Garden Design 

Photo © Marianne Majerus

Orlando sofa

Otto pouf



Ignationes auditio 

Veligenimet explibus unt

Abor re por sanda cum

Senja sunlounger

Dunes side table
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Jardin lounge chairs, handwoven in lavender Twiggy cord 

Cerchi side tables, cast in majolica ceramic

Shield planter in avorio painted steel
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Majestic table 

Wire dining chairs



Rams double daybed 

Ombra parasol
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Teatime sofa 

Heron table



project
PRIVATE GARDEN NORTH LONDON 



Sienna extending table

Kos armchairs

Astro Parasol

Pure lounge collection

Natal Alu sunbeds

Natal Alu sofa 47



Sabi lounge chair 

upholstered in colours of autumn
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Orlando platform 

Sabi lounge chairs
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Spring ottoman

Bloom table

The delicate ribbon flowers on the Spring 

ottomans are hand woven onto Kimia mesh fabric.

Each one of the different lava stone tiles of the 

Bloom table are hand decorated with glass





Alto pleno table 

Telar dining chair

Lamterna hanging lights 

Sika baskets
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Orlando sofa

Float chair

Otto poufs

Isole tables

Heron tables

Guinco lounge chairs 

Zoe rug
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Nesso dining table  

Amable dining chair  

Resort shade structure

Reflect the colours of the garden 

to achieve harmony and balance



brands
Our renowned product portfolio has been  

carefully chosen from trusted manufacturers  

and designer/makers worldwide.

Choose with confidence from the best  

materials, products and structures for the  

most demanding environment.



1461

contact us
The Studio, Hill Pasture, Broxted, 

Dunmow, Essex. CM6 2BZ. UK 

+44 (0) 1279 653 200

info@moderngarden.co.uk

 



‘we help you to  
 express yourself ’ 

Photography throughout © Sergio Chimenti  © Max Isham © The Modern Garden Company, unless otherwise stated.





‘we help you to  
 express yourself ’ 

The Studio, Hill Pasture, Broxted, Dunmow, Essex. CM6 2BZ. UK

+44 (0) 1279 653 200   info@moderngarden.co.uk   www.moderngarden.co.uk


